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Problem Statement
We know that the perfect human does not exist, we all make mistakes. The job
of any organization is to keep errors/reworks at an acceptable rate. The definition of
rework is the correcting of defective, failed, or non-conforming items during or after
inspection. Filomena Sousa with Talsico International, leaders in human error reduction
states many errors are due to a mismatch between the way a person thinks and works,
and the design of the system(s) with which they work. The six (6) major types of errors
that Sousa, identified are:
1. Learning gap errors - Why didn't people know what to do?
2. Memory gap errors - Why did people know what to do but didn't remember
properly?
3. Inconsistency errors - Why can there be variability in how people do things,
even when they know and remember what to do correctly?
4. Application errors - When people know what they are doing, why can they still
make mistakes and apply the wrong action or information?
5. Omission errors - Why do people miss out a step in paperwork or procedures?
6. Decision errors - Why are inappropriate decisions made in a given situation?
What is the impact of these processing errors? The consequences are three-fold
and far reaching. First, there is a definite increase in the number of telephone calls
received through the Call Center.

If an error is discovered externally, the person

(subscriber or SA) contacts the Call Center for resolution. When a Call Center
representative takes the call, they are instructed to correct the error, if possible. If they
are unable to make the correction, the issue is forwarded to their supervisor.
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supervisor reviews the issue and corree{s the error if possibJeor forwards it to the Call
Center manager for correction. As the number of keying errors increases, the number
of calls received in the Call Center increases; thus, occupying the time of several
employees preventing them from servicing other customers.
Second, there is the possibility of an entity or individual being billed incorrectly.
In addition to the increase in phone calls, the employee's or retiree's check can be
adversely affected. If a refund is required, additional assistance would be required from
our accounting department. This takes away from regular work being performed.
Third, a subscriber could easily end up having the wrong coverage or the wrong
coverage level. An error resulting in a lack of coverage for an employee, retiree or their
dependents has a direct impact on the subscriber's physical and emotional well being.

Data Collection

The initial step I took was to determine what factors lead or attributed to internal
errors. Based on my study, it was determined that several factors were involved. These
include:
1.

Not paying attention and making careless mistakes. For example, an employee
is talking on the phone or to a co-worker while working.

2.

A policy that is interpreted differently by different people.

3.

A policy change not fully communicated to the employees.

4.

Interruptions such as a telephone cat! or a visitor. You may think you have done
something but, have not.
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5.

The time of day that transactions are keyed. The later in the day, the more likely
errors are to occur.

6.

Edits in the system that should prevent certain transactions.

Sometimes the

system allows a transaction to process, either one done manually or through the
electronic process, that should not have been processed.
The second step was to determine a statistical error rate. For this I used a report
that randomly pulled five (5) transactions from each processor each day. With 122,000
transactions in 2008, this would establish a statistically valid sampling. I reviewed each
transaction manually, by comparing the imaged document to the information keyed into
the system.
(address,

If the transaction involved a new hire, all information was reviewed
group number,

salary,

dependents, dates of birth, etc.)

date of hire,

coverage levels,

beneficiaries,

If the transaction initiated a change, such as

adding/deleting a dependent, I reviewed the effective date of the change. If a
transaction was rejected, I reviewed the transaction to ensure the rejection was valid
and rejection reasons were listed properly. For example, if the transaction was rejected
because the date of birth was missing for a beneficiary, but the beneficiary is also listed
as a dependent with the date of birth listed, the transaction could have been processed.
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Data Analysis

My goal for accurate processing is 98% or better. I analyzed four months of data
and the results are as follows: July 97.47%; August 98.11 %; September 97.91 %; and
October 98.91 %. The average of the four months was 98.1 %.
See attached for screen shots and chart
Even though the study shows that we were within the error rate, we still have areas we
can approve upon. Below are the most common errors I found:
1.

All rejection reasons were not included on the initial rejection form. When a
document cannot be processed, it is returned to the group as a rejection. The
rejection informs the group of what needs to be corrected. When a document
has more than one rejection reason, all reasons should be listed. Otherwise, the
group will only correct the issue listed and EIP will be forced to reject the
transaction a second time.

2.

Rejecting a document that can be processed. For example, in the beneficiary
section 'spouse' may be indicated rather than 'husband' or 'wife'. This document
can be processed without returning it because the processor has the ability to
enter 'husband' or 'wife' in lieu of 'spouse'.

3.

When we send a rejection back to the group and we type the reason instead of
using system rejection it should be clear to the recipient. If the result of a
rejection is not clear to the BA, they will call to find out the problem or the BA will
attempt to figure out the problem. As a result it takes research to determine and
resolve the problem.
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4.

Rejected transactions are left in suspense after the issue has been corrected.
For example, when a covered dependent gains state coverage, the new hire
NOE is rejected until the subscriber drops the dependent from his file. Once the
dependent is dropped, the processor neglects to go back and key the new hire
NOE.

5.

Supporting documentation is included but is overlooked and rejected back to the
group.

6.

When a dependent turns 19 over the summer, we require verification of full-time
student status by October 1 and the processor places the dependent's file in a
"2S" status. Sometimes the processor makes the status "2A" which indicates the
file has been audited and nothing else is required.
There are also external factors that contribute to keying errors. Often a person's

handwriting leads to a great deal of these mistakes.

It could be the way they write

numbers or their handwriting is difficult to read. In order to minimize this problem we
have made the Notice of Election (NOE) interactive on our website and have also
suggested that the Benefits Administrators use the Electronic Enrollment System (EBS)
whenever possible.
Even though we are statistically doing a good job we will continue to focus on the
areas that will reduce our error rate. Several initiatives are either in progress or are
about to begin.
Implementation

EIP has recently implemented a policy committee charged to review all policies
for consistency and compliance with our plan of benefits document. As policy changes
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occur, updated information is posted on EIP'ssl"lare drives for all EIP employees to
access. This should eliminate confusion in interpreting a policy.
We will also begin a workflow review later this month. The entire process will be
flowcharted from the time the mail is received to the time the document is processed
and sent to the file. This should help us identify areas that can be improved upon or
streamlined.
I will continue to audit a sampling from each processor each day.
become a valuable tool in identifying areas that need to be addressed.

This has

In addition, I

will review and continue to discuss the appropriate amount of discretion a processor
should use to reduce the number of rejections.
We will send out reminders to staff when we get an influx of documentation that
is only received once a year. This will cut down on errors and the processors will have it
fresh in their heads.
An internal training program is being developed to assist staff members with
researching rejected items. This training will not only help the staff know where to look
in our system to find a answer, but it will also help them understand why transactions
are rejected.
In conclusion, with humans in the equation, errors are inevitable. However, we
can still look at ways to reduce or improve the error rate.

With additional training,

internal audits and workflow analysis, we will continue to monitor our processes and
identify areas for improvement.
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The data gathering tools used in this project the random sampling report the imaged
document and legacy screen shots attached. Could not attach sampling report all social
security numbers a HIPPA violation.
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